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Tax issues for nonresident aliens (Part I)

TAX: Men are from Mars. Women are from Venus. But taxpayers can be
from either (or both)!

By Monica Haven, E.A., J.D., LL.M.

Unlike U.S. citizens and permanent residents, nonresident aliens (NRAs) are taxed only on
U.S.-sourced, rather than worldwide, income. Thus, NRAs will frequently have less taxable
income to report to U.S. tax authorities but will also not be entitled to favorable deductions,
credits, exemptions, filing statuses, and preferential tax rates.

NRA income that is U.S.-sourced income only is categorized into two types: income that is
“effectively connected” — which may be reduced by itemized deductions and the personal
exemption, and taxed using graduated tax rates — and income that is “not effectively connected”
— which is taxed at a flat rate of 30%.1

Determining residency

An individual is an NRA if the individual is neither a citizen nor a resident of the U.S. While
citizenship may be readily determinable, residency is often a bit murky. Full-year residents of
American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands, for
example, are treated as resident aliens for U.S. tax purposes.2 Nevertheless, these residents may
exclude all possession-sourced income (except amounts earned as U.S. government employees),
but may claim exemptions only for U.S. citizen dependents.

This same tax treatment does not apply uniformly to individuals residing in all U.S. possessions
or territories and so it is crucial to distinguish between residents of those territories listed above
and those of Baker Island, the Howland Islands, Jarvis Island, Johnston Island, Kingman Reef,
the Midway Islands, Palmyra, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Wake Island.

To establish proper tax treatment, the taxpayer’s residency must be ascertained under one of
two tests:

The “green card test;” or
The substantial presence test (SPT).3

Green cards are issued to lawful permanent residents by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services. Green cards are issued on a permanent basis but can be administratively or judicially
revoked or voluntarily forfeited (abandoned) by the holder. A green card is officially titled Form
I-551, U.S. Permanent Resident Card, and in its current incarnation looks much like a California
driver’s license.

Alternatively, the SPT may be used to establish whether a person can be considered a U.S.
resident for tax purposes based on his or her length of stay in the U.S. The person must have
been physically present in the U.S. (including all 50 states and the District of Columbia, but not
U.S. possessions or territories) for at least 31 days during the tax year and 183 days during the
most recent three-year period, which is calculated as the sum of:

All of the days in the current year; plus
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1/3 of the days in the previous year; plus
1/6 of the days in the year prior to that.4

Example: Aviv was physically present in the U.S. for 120 days in each of the
years 2009, 2010, and 2011. For purposes of the SPT, the days are counted as:

120 days in 2011 + 40 days in 2010 (1/3 of 120) + 20 days in 2009 (1/6 of 120)

Because Aviv’s total for the three-year period is only 180 days, he cannot be
considered a U.S. resident under the SPT for 2011.

Certain days are not included in the SPT count, including:

Days on which the taxpayer regularly commutes to work in the U.S. from either Canada or
Mexico;
Days during which the taxpayer is in the U.S. for less than 24 hours due to international
transit;
Days in the U.S. if the taxpayer is a crew member of a foreign vessel; and
Days that the taxpayer is unable to leave the U.S. due to a medical condition.5

Exempt individuals, who need not count any days toward the SPT test, include:6

Foreign government employees or diplomats who only temporarily reside in the U.S.;
Teachers on “J” (exchange) or “Q” (cultural exchange) visas, if living in the U.S. for less
than two years;
Students on “F” (academic), “J”, “M” (vocational and language students), or “Q” visas, if
living in the U.S. for less than five years; and
Professional athletes in the U.S. to compete in a charitable event.7

Exempt individuals are subject to the SPT for all periods before and after they hold exempt status
and must attach Form 8843, Statement for Exempt Individuals, to their personal income tax
returns.

Because U.S. citizens and residents are taxed on worldwide income rather than U.S.-sourced
income only, it is sometimes preferable to be treated as an NRA for tax purposes. Therefore,
even if the SPT is met, the taxpayer may be treated as an NRA if he or she:

Is present in the U.S. for less than 183 days during the year;
Maintains a tax home in a foreign country; and
Has a closer connection to one foreign country than to the U.S. or any other foreign
country.8

A taxpayer’s tax home is defined as his place of business or employment and is not necessarily
the place of the family home.9 Facts and circumstances used to determine the closer connection
to a foreign country include, but are not limited to, country of residence, location of permanent
home, family, personal belongings, affiliations, voting rights, and driver’s license.

Taxpayers claiming a closer connection to a foreign country must file Form 8840, Closer
Connection Exception Statement, and attach it to their returns.

Part-year and dual-status

Part-year residents are, by definition, deemed “dual-status” and must file as nonresidents for
part of the year and as resident aliens for the other portion.
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Residency begins on the first day the taxpayer is present in the U.S. or the date the taxpayer is
issued the green card, whichever is later, assuming no travel in or out of the country ensues.
Thus, to accumulate the requisite 183 days for residency status, the immigrant must enter the
U.S. on or before July 1.

An immigrant arriving on or after July 2 would not qualify under the SPT for residency until the
following year. However, an immigrant may elect to backdate residency status to the previous
year if he or she:

Was present in the U.S. for at least 31 consecutive days in the previous year; and
Meets the SPT for the current year.

A married individual entering the U.S. for the first time and considered to be dual-status may opt
to be treated as a resident for the entire year if he or she becomes a resident alien or citizen by
year-end and is married to a U.S. citizen or resident alien who agrees to file a joint return.10 This
is an once-in-a-lifetime election and cannot be made again upon separation, divorce, or
remarriage.

Example: Juan came to the U.S. on November 1, 2010, and was here for
31 consecutive days before he returned to his home country for a brief
visit on December 1. He returned to the U.S. on December 15 and then
stayed in the U.S. throughout most of 2011. He will, of course, be
considered a resident for 2011, but he may use the special election to be
considered a resident for 2010 even though he did not meet the SPT in
that year. He must attach a statement to his return claiming the election.
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1 IRC §871(a)
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